
eno Board and Stylus Help Information 
 

1.  The eno stylus can be paired with only ONE computer at a time. 
 

2.  Pairing only needs to occur ONCE.  (Even changing the eno stylus battery will not unpair 
your stylus from your computer). 
 

3.  PAIRING the stylus to the computer and CONNECTING the stylus to the computer are 
two different things: 

� You pair ONCE. 
� You connect every time you take the cap off your pen. 

 

4.  You need to give your stylus time to connect to the computer.  After you take off the cover, 
you have to wait a few seconds.  If it is connected, the green light on the pen will go out and 
there will be 3 dots across the Bluetooth symbol located at the bottom of your computer 
screen. Additionally, the White board icon at by the clock will no longer have an “x” in it.  
(See the attached page for what different blinking light combinations on the pen mean.) 
 

5.  If you don't see the three dots, and/or there is an “x” across the whiteboard, put the stylus 
cover back on, wait a few seconds, take the stylus cover off, wait a few seconds, touch the 
board. 
 

6.  When you first turn on your laptop and connect to the pen, the board is in "static" mode 
(eno stylus won't work).  You will need to touch the projection icon (ONCE) on your magnetic 
strip to put it into "projection" mode.  Once it is in projection mode, it will stay in projection 
mode unless you hit the projection icon again, which will put it back into "static" mode. 
 

7.  If your stylus doesn't seem to be working correctly (skips as it writes, etc.), it has 1 of 2 
problems: 

 
        a.  You need a new battery.  They should last 1 - 1 1/2 months with normal use.  Make 
sure you are placing the cap on your stylus to turn it off when you are not using it!  
 
         b.  Your stylus tip may not be depressing properly.  Take the tip out and put it back in.  It 
should "click" into place.  You have 2 replacement tips, but remove and put back the first tip 
before trying a replacement. 
 
You can tell that everything with the stylus is "okay" if you hold the pen up and look into the 
end of it (where the tip is).  There is a little window under the tip.  (This is a camera and it is 
how the computer knows what the stylus is doing).   If you press on the tip, you should see a 
VERY faint red light in that window.    
 

8.  This shouldn't happen....BUT if your Bluetooth seems to "disappear" (icon is gone, no 
Bluetooth in System Prefs), reboot your computer.  If that doesn't work, contact Chris or 
Pam.   

 
 



 


